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Smith College Planning Context

 Consideration of multiple options for Fall 2020: in-person, online, and 

hybrid learning

 Strategy for in-person instruction is closely related to residential 

strategy

 Need a decision-making framework to understand social distance 

impacts on classrooms and course scheduling



Key Questions to Address
 How will our classroom inventory be impacted by social distancing requirements?

 What assumptions can we make to adjust classroom capacities?

 What is the gap between demand (typical semester course schedule) and supply 

(revised learning space inventory)?

 What strategies can we employ to address the gap:

 Longer scheduling windows

 Use of non-classroom event spaces

 Online instruction for very large classes

 What is the cut-off point for class size maximum?



Typical Classroom Capacities

FIXED SEATING (TYP. 12-15 ASF/ST) FLEXIBLE – TABLES (TYP. 25-35 ASF/ST)FLEXIBLE – TABLETS (TYP. 15-20 ASF/ST)

Rooms should be divided into two categories: fixed seat rooms & flexible, flat floor rooms



Adjusting for Social Distancing

25-35% CAPACITY 40-50% CAPACITY40-50% CAPACITY



Impact 
on 
Room 
Inventory

SOCIAL DISTANCING

Seating 
Range Existing 45 SF/ST % Change 55 SF/ST % Change

10-15 12 43 +358% 34 +283%

16-20 16 11 -31% 7 -56%

21-30 25 7 -72% 4 -84%

31-40 8 2 -75% 5 -38%

41-50 9 4 -56% 0 -100%

51+ 15 1 -93% 1 -93%

Offline (<10) - (17) (36)

Total 85 68 -20% 49 -42%



Adding
Event 
Spaces

SOCIAL DISTANCING

Seating 
Range Existing 45 SF/ST % Change 55 SF/ST % Change

10-15 12 49 +400% 43 +358%

16-20 16 17 +6% 9 -43%

21-30 25 10 -60% 8 -68%

31-40 8 4 -50% 6 -25%

41-50 9 5 -44% 0 -100%

51+ 15 6 -60% 6 -60%

Offline (<10) - (17) (36)

Total 85 91 +107% 72 -15%



 Nearly all rooms in Hatfield are less than 

500 SF, meaning they will likely be offline for 

groups of more than 10 people

 A typical tablet arm room, such as Seelye

206 (580 SF), would be reduced in capacity 

from approximately 45 seats to 10-15 seats

 The renovated Seelye 106 (1,850 SF), which 

accommodates more active learning, would 

reduce from approximately 72 seats to 32-

40 seats

 A large lecture hall/auditorium, such as the 

Weinstein Auditorium in Wright Hall, would 

reduce from 400 seats to approximately 50-

64 useable seats

TYPICAL SEELYE HALL CLASSROOM

Impacts
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Scheduling
Opportunities

SCHEDULING & ‘NEW’ INVENTORY

Context:

 Current room use average across all spaces is 17 hours/wk

 Previous space study set a target of 23 hours per week

COVID scheduling opportunities:

 Schedule classes during Activity Period (+2 hours)

 Consider scheduling courses later into the evenings 

 More limited due to faculty schedules

 Less measurable impact on future room use availability

Result

 Test range of 25-30 room use hours per room per week



Course Schedule: Demand vs. Available Rooms
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Course Schedule: Pinch Points
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Courses will need to 
push into next size 
range due to limited 
availability



Course Schedule: Courses Impacted
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Educating Women
Calculus I

Intro to Sociology
Queer of Color Critique
Medical Anthropology

Made in Italy

Ideas in American Study
Student Diversity

Intro to Learning Sci
Eviron. Integration
Cells & Physiology

Ideas in American Study
Intro to Computer Sci



Course Schedule: Sensitivity Modeling
Input Assumptions Input Assumptions



Specialized 
Instructional Spaces
STUDIO SPACES (VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS):

 Many of Smith’s studio spaces are flat floor spaces with movable furniture, and 

larger SF/station than typical classrooms

 A similar methodology of per square foot take-offs could be applied to assist with 

generalized course schedule modeling.

STEM LABS

 Most of Smith’s STEM teaching labs range between 16 and 24 stations

 Stations are mostly fixed, rendering it difficult to make incremental changes based on 

square foot assumptions

 The likely solution is scheduling/operational whereby a student cohort is split in half, 

alternating one in-person session with one online session per week



Conclusions
• Capacity modeling using a traditional course schedule demonstrates “pinch 

points” for the campus and assists in formulating an overall strategy regarding 
which courses are in-person, hybrid, or online

• Sensitivity modeling tests impacts of increasing room utilization targets and 
informs policy and guideline formulation (e.g. all courses over X capacity will be 
online)

• Once the high-level approach is formulated, specific rooms should be evaluated 
for furniture de-densification

• Rooms unsuited for instruction can be used for furniture storage



Discussion Questions
• What are your greatest concerns as students come back to campus in the Fall?

• What concerns have faculty raised regarding in-person instruction? What is Smith 
doing to assuage those concerns?

• What strategies did the College consider implementing for Fall 2020?

• What kinds of contingency plans will Smith put in place for course instruction?

• How does Smith’s approach to residential life impact the approach to in-person 
instruction?


